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ABSTRACT
Online TV services have facilitated time-shifted TV viewing.
Accordingly, new service concepts are needed to improve access to relevant information in the broadcast TV content. In
this paper we introduce a system that indexes TV broadcast
in near real-time from seven free-to-air television channels.
Our system uses machine learning and data mining techniques
to extract descriptive novelty word summaries and picture
highlights automatically from TV program subtitles and uses
them to provide non-linear content-based access to relevant
TV content fragments in novel end-user services and applications. First end-user service allows browsing of recent time
shifted TV content using time and program genre metaphors
with extracted program summaries. Second end-user service
provides free-text search of archival and time shifted TV content. Additionally, the system allows content-based recommendation of similar TV content from the database of 180 000
indexed programs. Recommendations are used in the enduser services and Mobile EPG Guide application. Over 5 000
user sessions have been collected to study how users adopt
our content-based access metaphors to examine interesting
TV content. User logs revealed that the proposed contentbased access techniques were more popular in TV program
search and browsing activities than conventional techniques
based on program title and description metadata.
Index Terms— content-based analysis, natural language
processing, video data mining, semantic video summarization, DVB broadcasting, catch-up TV
1. INTRODUCTION
Online TV services have expanded the ways of viewing linear broadcast TV. Time-shifted viewing has become feasible
with the introduction of Internet Protocol Television (IPTV),
digital local storage and Network Personal Video Recorder
(NPVR) services [1]. However, current online services do
not utilize program content to facilitate access to relevant TV
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programs. They emphasize search by program name or short
description metadata, which rules out many information seeking strategies from the time-continuous content access. A rich
source of underused content semantics is provided with program subtitles. It is still an unanswered question how TV
content should be presented to improve non-linear access to
the information inside the program.
In this paper we introduce techniques that capture and analyze subtitles from Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) and
use them in new types of end-user services and applications
that help users to search, browse and skim TV broadcast content for online on-demand access. We also examine how people adopt content-based techniques in novel end-user services
with long-term use statistics.
Hjørland [2] says that ”Browsing is a quick examination
of the relevance of a number of objects which may or may not
lead to a closer examination or acquisition/selection of (some
of) these objects.” Accordingly, we apply this definition and
assume that the user activity for a specific TV program information in the proposed end-user services indicates user attraction (i.e. positive assessment of initial relevance) to the
presented information. By providing long-term statistics of
accessing information elements at the end-user services we
describe the reactions of a large population sample in the assessment of content relevance during information search and
exploratory browsing of TV programs.
Informedia Digital Library is the landmark research program in the field of video retrieval. Christel [3] surveys
CMU’s Informedia studies through the years. He identifies a
new challenge to transform existing content-based techniques
“into a serious body of science applicable to large-scale video
analysis and retrieval” and calls for longitudinal studies with
broader user populations, broader selection of unstructured
content genres and experimenting with browsing tasks in addition to retrieval. Our online services addresses these points
with broad selection of live TV content and over 5000 logged
user sessions.
Fı́schlár-News, introduced by Lee et al. [4] processes TV
news videos and allows users to search, browse and play them

easily using a regular web browser. In a user evaluation with
16 users the major values of the system were found to be local
news content and the ability to play self-contained news stories. In this paper we present use statistics over much larger
number of users while not restricting to news programs only.
Another difference is that we are not providing video streaming directly in our system, but instead link to broadcasters
catch-up TV services for content viewing.
Other smaller scale studies exist about using subtitles as
the source for semantic video analysis and summarization. Yi
et al. [5] and Tsoneva et al. [6] summarize videos using subtitles. Manzato et al. [7] present a genetic algorithm based approach for news content personalization based on closed captions. Sasongko et al. [8] use subtitles for visualizing story
clusters in TV series.
Some popular video services, such as Youtube [9] and
Hulu [10] use closed captions in their services. However,
to our knowledge there are no studies describing how closed
captions have been adopted by the users to access content.
Moreover, none of the aforementioned studies have created an online, near real time content-based indexing and semantic summarization framework for live DVB broadcasts
and tested it with thousands of user sessions like we have.
2. CONTENT-BASED BROADCAST TV ANALYSIS
SYSTEM
We have developed a system to allow content-based access
to TV broadcasts using DVB subtitles and Electronic Program Guide (EPG) descriptions. The content-based TV analysis system is autonomous, unusupervised and works directly
using DVB broadcast as a data source. The architecture of
the proposed system has four layers: DVB stream recording,
Content analysis, Search engine and Services. Figure 1 gives
an overview of the system.
The system is designed to support deployment of novel
end-user services and applications that propose new ways of
finding programs and program content information in time
shifted TV content. The introduced services and applications
propose new online user interfaces to find, browse and access
content information in time shifted TV programs. The services help us to study how content-based access features are
embraced by the general public.
2.1. DVB stream recording
Our system records TV programs continuously from seven
national channels while skipping simple chat shows at the
speed of 190 programs per day. We use MythTV [11] to
record programs into our First-In-First-Out FIFO data cache
of MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) files. We have a multinode MythTV deployment with a single master backend and
four slave backends. The MythTV master backend is responsible for scheduling and launching content analysis and

Fig. 1. Content-based Broadcast TV Analysis System

Fig. 2. Content analysis sequence
video transcoding jobs. We use MythTV’s User Jobs that
provide automatic job queuing and distribution features. We
transcode the cache records to lower resolution MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) format with HandBrake [12].
Transcoding jobs are distributed to four nodes running as
MythTV slave backends. Our transcoded TV program cache
contains programs from the past year. However, these videos
are not provisioned to end-users. They are used in the dynamic extraction of picture quotes, i.e. subtitle excerpts with
related still frames. The frames are extracted per request to
avoid exhaustive frame processing of all programs.
2.2. Content analysis of TV programs
The content analysis layer produces all the required metadata
in our system. MPEG2 TS files provide the source data for
the analysis. The extracted metadata is stored in a database
for the higher layers to utilize. Figure 2 shows the content
analysis process.
First step in the analysis process is subtitle extraction from
the recorded files. In general, we estimate that we are able
to obtain well above 90% of all subtitles in the selected TV
channels. The channels use many subtitling techniques with
preference in teletext and DVB subtitle formats. Embedded
subtitles are common in commercial channels. Primarily, we
extract DVB bitmap subtitles or teletext subtitles if they are

available. Otherwise we extract embedded subtitles directly
from video frames, which is common practice in commercial channels in Finland. We use image morphology and histogram analysis to preprocess bitmap text. For optical character recognition we use GOCR [13] and Tesseract [14] open
source software.
We post-process detected subtitle segments using error
correction based on multi-sample word recognition and difference image verification to clean Subrip text (SRT) encoded
subtitles. We also create a lemmatized version of the subtitle text, where the base form of each word has been determined. We use open source linguistic software Voikko [15]
for lemmatization.
The novelty word detection uses unsupervised statistical
methods to autonomously extract most unique and descriptive concept words, which we call novelty concepts, from
TV program transcripts. Novelty detection starts with NLP
based preprocessing of program transcripts to obtain lemmatized word lists. The system maintains an up-to-date baseline transcript corpus created from entire broadcast database.
We use statistical comparison of incoming new program corpora against the baseline corpus. We repurposed the work
of Rayson and Garside [16] to detect novelty words for individual programs. Their method compares two language
corpora based on word level log-likelihood frequency statistics. Our method is different from [16] in that we compare
a sub-corpus of newest programs to the main baseline corpus
and we construct additional specific word list using modified
log-likelihood. We separate most novel words into generic,
specific, names and abbreviations word lists. Using statistical comparison of the baseline and new program sub-corpora
we identify new and uniquely descriptive novelty concepts
for the incoming TV programs and we augment program descriptions with this data. The results of novelty detection
are used in many novel end-user features that we introduce
in our user services (i.e. Catch-up TV Guide service and
Program Search service): semantic program summaries, retrieval of similar programs and dynamic non-linear access to
TV program excerpts based on identified novel information
fragments. Therefore novelty detection is the most significant
content-based feature in the proposed system.
2.3. Content-based TV search engine
Content-based TV search engine provides search functionalities for the services layer. It uses Sphinx search server for
indexing and searching the metadata and transcript content.
Program search is therefore based on Sphinx adaptation of
Okapi BM25 and phrase proximity weight [17]. However, our
TV search engine augments Sphinx search logic with functionality specific to retrieval and access of program fragments
based on extracted video transcript structure, which also supports our unique content summary and linking features. Two
different content-based search methods are provided: free text

search in the subtitle content data and retrieval of similar TV
programs. Free text search queries can be defined with four
different parameters: Full content search terms; Program title
search terms; Program channel filter; Program air date starting from; and Program air date ending to. The search engine
supports any parameter combination, phrases with quotation
marks and logical operators.
Similarity search finds similar programs based on program content. It allows retrieval of new programs based on
similarities between extracted linguistic summary of a selected program and full subtitle content in the database. We
also find similar programs based on EPG descriptions for
third party applications. Search engine uses domain specific
character, phrase and stop word filtering and lemmatization
to preprocess EPG text. Preprocessed EPG is then used to
retrieve programs similar to the description.
The search engine allows sorting of results in three ways:
sort by date; sort by content relevance; and sort by combination of date and relevance. The last retrieves recent and highly
relevant content.

2.4. Services for end-users and applications
The service layer interfaces with end-users and web applications on the web. End-user services are described in Section 3. The search and browsing REST API provides search
into our extensive TV program index for third party software. It is implemented as a Representational State Transfer
(REST) API accessible using standard HTTP GET and it utilizes JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) as metadata markup
format. The API provides three content-based functions: program content search, EPG recommendations and program
preview.
The program content search API allows searching TV
programs based on content and title. Search results are presented as a JSON array, in which each result contains generic
information about the program, such as title, description, airdate and channel.
The EPG recommendations API can be used to get program recommendations based on the EPG information of a
program. It has been used in smart TV and mobile EPG applications to show recommendations of aired programs. The
results are in the same JSON format as the results from program content search API.
The program preview API allows retrieval of program
content metadata, picture quotes, after using program content
search or EPG recommendations. Two parameters must be
given in the request: program ID and a keyword list. Program
ID retrieves program content metadata from our database.
Keywords are used to select dynamic picture quotes from the
parts of program where these words appear in the subtitles.

3. END-USER SERVICES FOR CATCH-UP TV
BROWSING AND SEARCH
We have developed two end-user services to demonstrate our
TV content analysis system. TV Program Search service
provides free-text searching for the end-users, while contentbased Catch-up TV Guide service allows topical browsing of
recent programs with novelty words summaries.
The services support distinct search strategies to access
time shifted TV content. Catch-up TV guide service summarizes recent programs according to program categories. Users
use it to explore and browse summaries of most recent programs by genre and time range (”let’s see what cooking programs have been on TV recently, I wish to find a time shifted
TV stream with a delicious cooking recipe.”).
Program Search service however supports classical IR
search strategy: information need ⇒ free text query (title
and/or content search) ⇒ retrieval of program results ⇒ relevance assessment ⇒ find more programs that are similar to
an example. (Example: “Find me all programs that mention
lamb meat in their transcript.”)
3.1. Content-based Catch-up TV Guide
Catch-up TV Guide is a service for browsing recently broadcasted programs on the web. It categorizes and summarizes
TV programs from seven Finnish TV channels by genre and
airdate. The service displays textual and visual summaries of
TV programs, organized into 11 genre categories. The programs are listed in a certain genre based on a simple filtering
system. We have predefined word list that we use as triggers
to identify programs for certain categories. If the program title contains e.g ”food”, the program is listed in the category
”cooking”. We have expanded the word lists throughout the
long-term experiment so that the categories have become increasingly inclusive. We have also blacklists which we use to
filter out unwanted repeated programs that start to appear on
the lists. Future work involves more sophisticated detection
of program genres from the external metadata sources.
Figure 3 shows the user interface of the Catch-up TV
Guide. First users can select from three time periods: Most
recent programs, Past week and Past month. Next, users can
browse programs from 11 program genres: News, Cooking,
Nature, Lifestyle, Documentaries, Science, Traveling, Entertainment, Crime series, Everything and Most popular. The
rest of the page lists TV programs from the selected genre and
time period. The top part of each summary contains the title,
airdate, channel and description of the program. There is also
a link to the associated catch up TV stream if it is available on
broadcaster’s site, indicated by a green play icon. Below the
play icon there is a link to similar programs search, if available. Detected novelty keywords are in the middle of the summary with most novel words highlighted. The bottom part of
the summary shows video frames that highlight novelty con-

Fig. 3. Catch-up TV Guide Service user interface showing
most recent programs from the category Cooking
tent in the program, extracted from the parts where the most
novel keywords appear. The novelty words and highlighted
video frames act as links to the program fragments where the
word is addressed in the transcript. An example of detected
novelty words from ”Ötzi the Iceman” documentary: Borreliosis, human, iceman, iceman institute, Stone Age, contamination, copper axe, hand, lactose intolerance, world, stomach,
arrowhead, cavity organ, flint, ice edge.
3.2. TV Program Search Service
TV Program Search is an end-user service for free text searching of aired TV program content. It allows content-based
searching of programs from the metadata of over 180 000
broadcasted programs since 2010. Free text search from program subtitles provides better relevance than a typical search
in Catch-up TV service, which uses only short program descriptions to find relevant programs, in situations where specific information need is only addressed in the program subtitle transcript and not in the program descriptive metadata. TV
Program Search supports queries by program content, program title and TV channel as well as any parametric combination of them.
Figure 4 shows TV Program Search Service user interface
after a search has been executed with a content query term
“perhonen” (butterfly). At the top, there are text fields for
content and title queries. The latter allows search by channel
name as well. Either one or both of the text fields can be
defined in a query.
Below the query panel, there is a result summary showing
number of search results and a direct link to the query for

Fig. 4. TV Program Search web page showing results for a
query “perhonen” (butterfly)
sharing. Search results can also be changed from the dropdown list on the right. There are three options for sorting:
relevance, date and a combination of both (relevance+date).
The search results are below the summary box. The top
left part of a result item contains program title, channel, airdate and social media buttons for sharing the program. Button
on the top right allows users to find the program on the web.
A green link button takes to the broadcaster’s service. Blue
link button executes Google search with the program’s title,
if catch up TV stream has not been found. Users can also use
the result item to find more similar programs. The result item
shows also a thumbnail image of the program and excerpts
from matching subtitle segments.
3.3. Program Content Browser
Program Content Browser is a specialized user interface component which is used in both Catch-up TV Guide and Program Search end-user services. It’s purpose is to allow users
to search and browse picture quotes in a program. Picture
quotes are dynamically extracted excerpts from video frames
and subtitles. Program Content Browser is an internal popup window on top of the parent web page. Figure 5 shows
the Program Content Browser interface with a nature program
about butterflies.
The Program Content Browser can be opened from the
user interface elements that describe a program in our system. It is able to load the most relevant picture quotes dynamically from our system depending on the context of activation. For example, selecting a novelty word in the Catch
up TV Guide initializes Program Content Browser to load the
picture quotes where the word has been mentioned in the content. User can browse through the retrieved picture quotes, or

Fig. 5. Program Content Browser showing a snapshot of a
nature program with keyword “perhonen” (butterfly)
use internal free text search to find another parts of interest
within the program. Program Content Browser also provides
a direct link to broadcaster’s catch up TV stream if it is available, otherwise a link to Google search by program title is
provided (Fig. 5 blue button top right).
4. CONTENT-BASED PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SERVICES AND
APPLICATIONS
4.1. Mobile EPG Application with content-based recommendations
A prototype mobile application for Android 4.x devices has
been created to test our EPG recommendation service APIs.
Unlike Catch-up TV Guide, Mobile EPG Application supports browsing of current and upcoming program EPG descriptions. Moreover, the application shows content-based
recommendations from the archived TV content.
As the user selects upcoming or current TV program,
she receives program recommendations for time shifted content that have content similar to the selected EPG description. Therefore the mobile application offers a combination
of past, present and future of TV broadcasts in a single application. (Example “There is a cooking program coming up this
evening. Interesting, the system recommends me time-shifted
TV content based on the EPG description of the cooking program.”)
First the mobile application shows a list of TV programs
organized by channels in chronological order. Then the user
selects a program that is used to call the recommendation service API using program title and description as parameters.
We have described the EPG recommendation process in 2.3.
Subsequently, the service retrieves relevant TV programs as

ming Interface (API) was also integrated to an experimental
Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV (HbbTV) EPG service. Application was similar to mobile EPG app with the difference
in the user interface, which was based on remote control use
paradigm. Further description is beyond the scope of this paper.
EPG recommendations propose a new way to find TV
content: users accustomed to browsing EPGs and TV guides
are recommended with related content that would be available
as on-demand stream from TV archive service providers.
4.2. Searching similar programs in the end-user services
Catch-up TV Guide and Program Search services offer search
of similar programs using selected program as a query. The
search is executed by selecting ”hae samanlaisia” (eng. ”find
similar”) link in the program box. The system returns contentbased recommendations of most relevant programs allowing
users to fine-tune the recommendations based on content similarity, date or a combination of both. The similarity search is
based on novelty concept words lists that are created during
the content-based analysis and indexing of the query program.
This is different from EPG-based recommendation that analyses program description metadata from EPG to construct a
query that retrieves the content-based program recommendations. Section 2.3 gives more details about the similarity and
EPG-based search process.
5. LONG-TERM USER EXPERIMENTS FOR
CONTENT-BASED ACCESS OF TV PROGRAMS
Fig. 6. Mobile EPG application with content-based program
recommendations
a list of content-based recommendations for the application.
User is able to browse recommended programs using picture
quotes that summarize relevant parts of recommended programs. Actual viewing of program streams could be enabled
by linking to catch-up TV and on-demand streaming services
at the content owner sites. Figure 6 illustrates the application
user interface on Nexus 7 tablet. At the top, EPG information
about Bacardi rum distillery (TV documentary) is shown. It is
used as a query to the system. Below is a list of recommended
programs from the index. First is an episode of Mad Men
drama series. By selecting the program user sees pictures and
excerpts from the episode content related to Bacardi, the rum
company, which was a topic in the particular episode. The
EPG application supports browsing TV content beyond genres, which is useful when people are executing serendipitous
or exploratory browsing strategies, i.e. arbitrary or purposeful
seeking of program related information with vaguely defined
information needs.
The EPG based recommendation Application Program-

To assess how important the introduced content-based techniques are for search and browsing TV broadcasts, we deployed our services on the Internet with a Finnish domain
name of www.kuukkelitv.fi (titled ”Kuukkeli-TV”) and conducted 12-month evaluation of the system with real users
(2/2012-2/2013). The users were members of the public and
were not directly recruited by the researchers. Users were free
to interact with the service using their own equipment at any
time suitable to them. We also asked users ”Does program
information at the Catch-up TV guide improve your comprehension about new program content with respect to conventional program guides and services?” 14 out of 19 answered
”yes”. We also asked if users ”found Catch-up TV guide useful in following broadcasted TV programs”. 68% found the
service useful or somewhat useful, whereas 32% didn’t.
The long-term experiment is based on 5095 recorded user
sessions. Session lengths followed power law distribution.
Average session length was 4.9 minutes with standard deviation of 23.0 minutes. The sessions contained 506 external
link events (i.e. people followed our links to external services
to find more information about a program). 2500 sessions
accessed the Catch-up TV Guide service and 2738 sessions
accessed the Program Search service.

Our user logs show how people interact with found programs. Accessing Program Content Browser implies explicit
user interest in particular program content and is the result
of positive assessment of initial relevance. Similarly, the external link activity indicates explicit interest on finding more
program information. In the following we report statistics
of Program Content Browser and external links to gain insight on how much users examined program content. Program Content Browser was opened 2316 times, which means
that approximately every other session accessed program content fragments. Activities in the Program Content Browser
consisted of (1) free-text searching within a program, which
was used on average 1.6 times per browser instance, and (2)
navigation through program excerpts, which was used on average 4.8 times per browser instance. In total 18 000 (39%)
of over 46 000 logged activity events were activities in the
Program Content Browser demonstrating significant user interest in non-linear access of program information fragments.
Program Content Browser events constituted 31.4% of all
recorded activities in the Catch-up TV Guide whereas the
same percentage with the Program Search service was 45%.
While users spent more effort examining programs via
search than via browsing, external link statistics show that
10% of sessions that accessed Catch-up TV Guide followed
at least one external TV program link whereas only 5% of sessions accessing Program Search followed external links. This
can be explained with the types of links available: 82% of
clicked external links at the Catch-up TV Guide were leading
directly to the catch-up TV stream, whereas the respective
percentage at the Program Search service was 62%. People
are more likely to find available TV content from the Catchup TV Guide than from the Program Search where retrieved
programs can be too old for catch-up viewing.
Figure 7 shows how different search and browsing methods were used in our end-user services. Most commonly
used feature in our services was browsing content-based program summaries in the Catch-up TV Guide. The most popular genre was News (3018 page views), which is the default landing page in the TV Guide service, followed by Science (331), Everything (201), Documentaries (182), Entertainment (147), Nature (127), Most popular (123), Cooking
(101), Crime series (78), Lifestyle (75) and Traveling (74).
Within the genres users are able to browse most recent, past
week or past month program summaries. Browsing of most
recent programs was the default setting and most commonly
used (94% of views). Second in popularity (Figure 7) was
free-text search of program content, whereas search by program title came up third. The Program Search Service uses
combined Relevance + Date as a default sort algorithm to display most recent and relevant TV programs to the users. Users
are also able to switch sort algorithm to plain Relevance or
Date. Most queries (94%) used the default option. However
it was slightly more common to switch to Relevance sort than
to Date. The majority of the new queries with Date sort were

Fig. 7. Popularity of different access methods for TV programs in the proposed end-user services

Fig. 8. Usage of different program access mechanisms in the
Catch-up TV service
program title queries showing a pattern where people search
for most recent occurrence of a specific program or TV series.
Figure 8 shows how content-based summaries of TV programs were accessed in the Catch-up TV Guide service. Novelty word summaries were the most popular way to access
program content. Second in popularity was clicking key
frame highlights of the program. Key frames were selected
using novelty analysis of broadcast content, so they are expected to be more interesting than arbitrarily selected key
frames. They also display quotes from relevant subtitle segments as tool tips.
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The highest novelty in our system is the large-scale content
analysis of live DVB broadcast based on novelty detection
methodology that extends to end-user services and applications. We also report long-term use statistics that portray
the adoption of proposed features. The proposed services
can be used as meta services to direct people towards relevant catch up and archival TV content provisioned by con-

tent owners, broadcasters and operators on the web. We show
how novelty detection can be used in semantic program summarization and non-linear access of program information and
how information fragments can be explored dynamically with
program excerpts in the proposed Program Content Browser.
User logs revealed important observations on user behavior
with content-based TV services:
First, free text content search and genre-based browsing
of content-based program summaries were both more popular than the conventional search by program title, which is
the predominant search method in existing catch-up TV services. Second, exploring program content by novelty word
summaries and highlighted key frames attracted users more
than exploration through program titles, which is the predominant program access method in the existing catch-up TV services.
We interpret explicit user activity on program related information as a positive assessment of initial relevance. Therefore the popularity of content-based access features demonstrate the significance of video content semantics as a cue to
attract people with exploratory search and browsing strategy
towards rich time-continuous content sources in non-linear
fashion. Also accessing parts of program through detected
novelty concepts proved very popular way to examine program content in our system. We believe this adds validity to
our proposed technical contributions.
Search of similar programs was the least commonly used
content-based feature. However, this technique is typically
used after users have found relevant programs and have become contextually interested in the program topic. Program
similarity is also applied in the EPG-based recommendations,
which has not contributed to these user logs.
We incorporated user feedback buttons to our end-user
services, but they were not spontaneously used by the real
users. In the future we aim at evaluating how well our
content-based similarity search and recommendations can retrieve similar content using explicit feedback from controlled
user tests. Further studies are also needed to evaluate the performance of content-based program access vs. access based
on metadata descriptions only using metrics from information retrieval. Future development work involves social media integration, personalization and development of new application concepts with second screens, live TV content and
program recommendations.
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